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Abstract 

The semiconductor industry along with fabless companies, comprises a relatively established ecosystem responsible 

for, among other things, creating innovative technology platforms on which faster-evolving software & network-

driven innovations and startups have proliferated.  Fabless startups, by comparison, have faced an increasingly 

difficult funding and market environment.  In this talk we'll touch on topics important to fabless technology 

entrepreneurship, using my company, MaxLinear, as a case study:  

·         Perspectives on the fabless industry's landscape 

·         Fabless economics and venture capital 

·         Taking an idea to production| 

·         Startup team composition 

·         Leverage and the customer ecosystem 

·         Opportunities ahead for entrepreneurs 

 One purpose of the presentation is to help nurture entrepreneurial interest and enthusiasm within the circuits and 

systems academic community by sharing my experience with MaxLinear.  I hope to generate an interesting 

exchange of ideas with attendees on these and other topics. 
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